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The taxonomic problem
• Following ~250 years of morphology based

taxonomy only 1.7 million of the 10-100
million species of organisms on our planet
(land and water) have been classified.

• Human being only have a limited ability to
recognize and recall morphological variation.

• Few taxonomists can reliably diagnose an
assemblage of even 1000 species. And their
number is not growing.

• This provides the motivation for a new
approach to species recognition.



Without accelerating this process,
and assuming the same number of
active taxonomists remain active, it
will take about 940 years to
describe all species (Seberg,
2004).



What is DNA Barcoding?

The Universal Product Code (UPC) system used in
supermarkets to brand retail items employs 10 options at
each of 11 positions to create 100 billion alternates.



DNA Barcoding: analogy to UPC system

Barcode



Characteristics of Barcode Regions

• Low intra-species variability (ideally,
coding sequence)

• Discontinuous variation between species
• Flanked by conserved regions
• Easy to amplify
• Long enough to work in all groups
• Short enough for single reads



Using DNA Barcodes
• Establish reference library of barcodes

from identified voucher specimens
• If necessary, revise species limits
• Then:

– Identify unknowns by searching against
reference sequences

– Look for matches (mismatches) against
‘library on a chip’

– Before long: Analyze relative abundance in
multi-species samples



What DNA Barcoding is NOT
• Barcoding is not DNA taxonomy; no single

gene (or character) is adequate
• Barcoding is not Tree of Life; barcode

clusters are not phylogenetic trees
• Barcoding is not just COI; standardizing on

one region has benefits and limits
• Molecules in taxonomy is not new; but

large-scale and standardization are new
• Barcoding can help to create a 21st century

research environment for taxonomy
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 The choice of mt Cytochrome Oxidase I
(COI) for animals

Variable amino acid positions in COI protein from 9 insect species



Acquiring Barcodes



Barcode of Life Data System



The Barcode Assembly Line: 2008
Opening the museum treasure-trove

Freshly collected
specimens

Frozen tissue Young museum
specimens

DNA Barcode Data

Formalin-fixed
specimens

Older museum
specimens



Glossina barcode project
~ 33 species/sub-species in 3 sub-genera
(Gooding and Krafsur, 2005)

Sub-genera:
Morsitans
Fusca
Palpalis (Nemorhina)

Integrate Glossina Barcodes with data from trypanosomes they
transmit; co-adaptation



Tsetse Distribution

Source: Oxford/TALA

General G.pallidipes







G. austeni
G. f. fuscipes
G. m. centralis
G. m. morsitans
G. m. submorsitans
G. pallidipes
G. swynnertoni 
G. brevipalpis
G. longopennis

Species with COI sequences

universal “folmer” primers not successful







Considering the broad distribution of tsetse
and trypanosomes and the difficulty in
accessing samples from all foci, this effort
is only realistic as a collaborative activity.



Reactions to DNA Barcoding
• From ecologists and other users:

“This is what we need”

•   From traditional taxonomists:
“Species should be based on lots of characters, 
not just barcodes”
“This technology is taking money away from museums”

•  From forward-looking taxonomists:
“Using molecular data as species diagnostics isn’t 

 new, but standardization and broad implementation are
great!”

From barcoding practitioners:
“I had my doubts at the beginning, but it really works 
as a tool for identification (96% accurate in a recent 
mollusc paper) and it is at least as good as traditional 
approaches to discovering new species.”



Barcode data standards
  Formal barcode status is given when

seven data elements are present:
• Species name (could be interim)
• Voucher data (institutional record)
• Collection record (collector, collection

date, locacation with GPS coordinates)
• COI sequence, at least 500bp
• PCR primers
• Trace files (chromatograms)



Producing Barcode Data: 2010?
Barcode data anywhere, instantly

• Data in seconds to
minutes

• Pennies per sample
• Link to reference database
• A taxonomic GPS
• Usable by non-specialists



CBOL: www.barcoding.si.edu


